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Abstract. The method of bit rate control in compressing videodata is proposed, 
taking into account achieving the maximum image quality. In the process of 
finding optimal compression parameters it was decided to use the dichotomy 
method. It allows you to find the optimal values with a given accuracy, without 
having to resort to a complete search of options. This leads to the reduction of 
video group frame processing time, which is especially important in case of 
media content transmission in real time mode. The simplicity of the method is 
also one of the necessary requirements for control algorithms, when used in de-
vices with limited computing power. A quality factor was selected as the main 
compression parameter, with which the quantization matrix is formed. At this 
stage, the greatest loss of information occurs. By choosing the method of block 
processing in the frame, it is possible to reduce the bit rate to the necessary limit 
for transmission over the communication channels. 

Keywords. predicted frames, bit rate, brightness component, quantization, qual-
ity factor, the bit rate control. 

1 Introduction 

MPEG and H.264 standards require that the video frames processed by separate 
units - the macroblock. If the controlled encoding parameters are held constant (e.g., 
the size of the search field motion compensation step quantizer, and the like), the 
number of code bits of each macroblock will vary from macroblock to macroblock 
depending on the picture content, leading to variations in the output bit stream rate 
(measured in bits / frame or bit / s). Typically, encoder with fixed parameters pro-



duces more bits for the reference frame in which the rapid motion sealed or removed 
small parts, for frames with a slow change and without parts he will need fewer bits. 
Such jumps bit rate can produce a big problem for many transport and storage proto-
cols. For instance, channel with constant speed (channel switching) is unable to 
transmit data streams at variable speed. Network based on packet switching can sup-
port variable bit rate, but the average throughput at any given time is limited by cer-
tain factors, depending on the connection speed and congestion. 

In these cases, monitoring and bit rate adaptation, produced by the codec for its 
compliance with the transport speed. Variable coding rate may be adapted for trans-
porting through the channels at a constant rate by the encoder and decoder buffers. 
However, for such adaptation have to pay amount of buffer memory and decoding 
delay. The higher the bit rate variation, the greater the required volume of buffer and 
the decoding delay is longer. In addition, this method cannot cope with arbitrary ir-
regular bit rate, if not prevent unreasonably large amounts of buffers and not to make 
too long delays. For this it is necessary to implement a feedback mechanism for con-
trolling the encoder output bit rate in order to prevent overflow or underload of buff-
ers. 

A common approach to monitoring the bit rate is to change the compression pa-
rameters during the encoding time in order to maintain the speed limit in the commu-
nication channel. One of the choices of parameters optimal performance compression 
method is the interval bisection or dichotomy. 

2 Construction of basic bit rate control method during 
compression of predicted frames in a video sequence 

2.1 Problem statement 

Currently, solutions of the bit rate adapting problems, when transmitting the video 
data through the channels at a constant rate buffers used in the encoder and decoder. 
Thus, the higher the bit rate variation, the bigger volume of buffer required and the 
decoding delay is longer. Furthermore, this method cannot cope with arbitrary irregu-
lar bit rate, since the volumes of buffers and delays in the transmission and decoding 
have limits [4, 5]. Therefore, a bit rate control technique must be implemented using 
feedback that at lower bit rate also takes into account the quality of the reconstruction 
and processing of the video sequence frame time. 

Since I-frames are the most critical to image quality deterioration, their compres-
sion ratio will be low. Therefore, to achieve the required values of the video se-
quence at the encoder rate in output is proposed to design the control method for the 
frames of P-type. Since their requirement for image quality is significantly lower, this 
allows to use techniques of compression with high ratios. And also, the number of the 
video sequence in order to support larger, which has a significant impact on the over-
all bit rate of the video stream. 

For the encoder output stream, which corresponds to the capacity of the data chan-
nel, the control algorithms used bit rate. The desired output speed is achieved by con-



trolling the quantization parameter. Depending on the application, compression may 
be used as the constant output rate (CBR - constant bit rate), and a variable (VBR - 
variable bit rate) [4]. To compress with constant rate, depending on the purpose of the 
algorithm, may vary the size of the buffer for the encoder and decoder. If necessary, a 
more detailed output rate control algorithm used by encoder multi-pass encoding. 
Widespread received two-pass coding scheme: the first pass - preliminary analysis 
step and the establishment of the required encoding parameters; a second passage - 
coding the previously specified parameters. In this case the selected parameters may 
be used as a separate block in the frame, and the entire frame. 

2.2 Construction of method 

During the frame processing occurs in the dimension of its partition blocks m n . 
Thus, the whole frame represents a plurality of blocks 1 2 kb ,b ,...., b . These blocks 

are encoded separately from each other [43]. We denote by id(t) and i(t)  bit costs 

and standard error for the block ib current frame t. meaning id(t) and i(t)  depend 

on making vector 
i , which is used for encoding each block. A vector solution is 

part of the solution set, which is denoted by the letter . A vector solution includes k 

components, i.e.  i i i i
1 2 kψ ,ψ ,...,ψ  . Thus, the expression for id(t) and i(t)  It can 

be represented as follows: 

    i i i i
i i i 1 2 kd(t) d t, d(t) , ,...      ; 

    i i i i
i i i 1 2 k(t) t, (t) , ,...,         . (1) 

The article [1] proposed an algorithm of processing of blocks in P-frames. In accor-
dance with what is proposed blocks brightness component processed by two different 
methods: using the DCT as an I-type or using the DICM as P-type, and the color dif-
ference components will be processed only by using a DICM previous frame. 

When compression decisions of P-frames, vector for bit rate control method con-
sists of two components: informativeness measure unit and the parameter qual-

ity  i i i
1 2,    . Accordingly, for each i-th block of the bit rate and the mean square 

error will be a function of two variables:  

    i i i i
i i i 1 2 kd(t) d t, d(t) , ,...      ; 

    i i i i
i i i 1 2 k(t) t, (t) , ,...,         . (2) 

The standard error for the entire frame is given by: 
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Similarly, the bit cost per frame are defined as: 
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To optimize the compression parameters necessary to find such values of the vector solu-
tions that will meet the following conditions: 
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Where reqd  - the required bit cost per frame; * - optimal vector solutions. 

In processing blocks as a control parameter is proposed to use only quality factor, 
which is used for generating the quantization matrix. Since at this stage conducts a 
correction of component transformant under psychovisual characteristics of visual 
perception. Informativeness measure unit determines by transformant forming method 
and its impact on the bit rate is not significant. 

In the formation of matrices of quantization in the JPEG standard [7] used two ap-
proaches. One is that the standard JPEG recommended to include two quantization 
tables, one for the brightness (Table 1), or the second for color. 

Table 1. The base matrix quantization brightness component JPEG standard 

16 11 10 16 24 40 51 61 
12 12 14 19 26 58 60 55 
14 13 16 24 40 57 69 56 
14 17 22 29 51 87 80 62 
18 22 37 56 68 109 103 77 
24 35 55 64 81 104 113 92 
49 64 78 87 103 121 120 101 
72 92 95 98 112 100 103 99 

The second approach is to compute the quantization table values in real time. In 
this case, for each element of the transformed image matrix there is a corresponding 
element of the quantization matrix. 

The resulting matrix is obtained by dividing each element of the matrix element 
corresponding to transformant quantization matrices and subsequent rounding off the 
result to the nearest integer. As a rule, the value of the quantization matrix elements 
are growing in the direction from left to right and top to bottom. 



Quantization matrix calculation is as follows: the quality factor is given by one 
value (Quality Factor - QF) is usually in the range from 1 to 25, and calculates the 
formula of the matrix of values: 

 i, jq(t) 1 (1 i j) QF     . (4) 

The quality factor sets the interval between adjacent quantization levels matrix lo-
cated at its diagonals.  

This paper proposes to manage not only the number of bits to the compressed 
block, but also its visual quality. It is necessary to find the value of the quality fac-

tor optQF , in which the mean square error is minimal    i

* it, min t,
 

     , given 

the fact that the speed, and therefore the bit cost will not exceed the desired val-

ue  *
reqd t, d  . 

To find the optimum ratio QF using known half segment division method (dichot-
omy) which, relative to other methods is faster, easier and provides the desired accu-
racy (  ). 

QF denote as a parameter   and correspondingly optQF  as a parameter opt . The 

method of implementing the search for the problem can be illustrated by the following 
sequence of steps: 

Prepare stage 
To determine such values 1 min   and 2 max   that certainly is 

true    2 1reqd t, d d t,     . 

Iteration 
Find the average value   in accordance with the method of the dichotomy in the 

interval [ 1 2;  ]: 1 2

2

  
   

 
to move closer to opt . 

To check compliance opt    You need to calculate:  d t,  .  t,   . 

If   reqd t, d   and   reqt,      the lower limit of the interval is displaced 

( 1 :   ); 

If   reqd t, d   and   reqt,      then these parameters there is no solution 

and the control unit initiates a change in the value QF or ΔD. 

If   reqd t, d   the upper limit of the interval is displaced ( 2 :   ). 

The verification of algorithm complete condition. 
If 1 2    , the search for solutions is completed and the result is opti-

mal *
   . 



If not, it proceeds to the next iteration.  
A block diagram of the implementation of the method for finding the optimal pa-

rameter control bit rate is shown in Fig.1. 
Consider an example of operation of this method. 
Assign values 1 minQF   and 2 maxQF   such that the condi-

tions    2 1reqd t, d d t,     . 

We spend the first iteration. We find 1 1 2

2

  
   

 
and calculate values for a giv-

en  d t,   and  t,   . We make a comparison   reqd t, d  . If the condition 

is not satisfied, the bit rate should be increased to improve the image quality. 
In this case, assign 2 :    and then examines the range of [ 1;  ]. If the condi-

tion   reqd t, d   is performed, to review by the standard error:   reqt,     . 

If the error is less than the required   reqt,      assign 1 :    and further 

finding the optimum value will be in the range [ 2;  ]. Thus, after the first iteration in 

the example shift will be performed: max  . 

In case if the speed and the error exceeds the required value any of the conditions 

does not satisfy:   reqd t, d  .   reqt,     , We see that the optimization of 

the data compression method is not possible and necessary changes of the original 
parameters. In this case it is proposed to increase the quality factor in the quantization 
in increments of 1, if the bit cost will not be reduced to the desired level, the next step 
will be to increase ΔD threshold. 

Thus, the control unit selects the quality factor for each P-frame. Also, when decid-
ing the control unit comprises a memory in which stored optimum parameters QF and 
ΔD, which further reduces the time of the decision and selection of the desired values 
in the quantization. 

The last step is carried out verification of optimality. We check the condi-
tion 1 2    , where the parameter  - shows the set accuracy of calculations. If 

the required accuracy was achieved, the optimal value is considered  t,   . Solu-

tion found. Otherwise the search will continue for implementation of the next itera-
tion. 

Thus, the elaborated method does not require complete (or nearly complete) sorting 
a plurality of solutions such as, for example, by dynamic programming. This reduces 
processing time and frame transmission, which is necessary when working in real 
time. 

The simplicity of the method also makes it possible to reduce the load on the com-
puting device encoder, so there is the possibility of its use in systems in limited com-
puting capabilities. 



In view of this method represent the overall control algorithm to work under com-
pression P frames. 

At the initial stage of the control set initial parameters of blocks compression for 
brightness and chrominance components, respectively: thresholds inD(Y) . 

a inD(C )  and quality of factors inQF(Y) . a inQF(C ) , then assesses the total bit rate 

compV(t)  and the mean square error (t)  video frame being processed. 

Since the brightness component  when restoring the image information has a great 
load than color-difference components Cr, Cb, the threshold value of [3,4] in the proc-
essing of the brightness component blocks D(Y)  We will choose less than the 

processing of the color difference components aD(Y)< D(C )  . 

r b aD(C )= D(C )= D(C )   , where aC  - represents one of the components color 

difference planes: a rC C or a bC C . 

Similarly, the quality factors for brightness and chrominance components will also 
be chosen with different values: aQF(Y) QF(C ) . 

The initial parameters selected for reasons best image quality, but they are set in 
the ranges: 

 min in a in maxD D(Y) , D(C ) D       

  min in a in maxQF QF(Y) , QF(C ) QF  . 

If the standard error  t  will exceed the required value   reqt   , the quality of 

the reconstructed image is less than a predetermined, carry out reduction value of 
quality factor brightness component QF(Y) . 

After that assesses the total bit rate compV(t)  and the mean square error 

 t stream [5]. Further, if necessary, QF(Y)  decreases again, until a minimum 

value minQF . If minQF(Y)=QF  and the condition for the image quality is not yet 

achieved   reqt   , the decision to change the next parameter - a inQF(C ) for the 

components of color difference. Reducing procedure a inQF(C )  repeated similarly.  

If the parameters of the quality factors achieved the minimum values 

minQF(Y)=QF  and a minQF(C ) QF  and root mean square error  t  still higher 

than the desired value   reqt   it occurs threshold increase first for brightness 

inD(Y) and then for the color difference components   reqt   . This increases 

the I-type blocks in the frame, which in turn will improve the quality of the com-
pressed P frame. At each change thresholds also assesses total bit rate compV(t)  and 

the mean square error  t . 



Thresholds D(Y)  and aD(C )  can only increase to a predetermined maximum 

values: maxD(Y) D   . a maxD(C ) D   . 

Selection is carried out as long as the predetermined image quality at a bit rate de-

sired value is reached:   reqt   . 

If too much compression possible for this parameter is not allowed to reach a given 

quality:   reqt   In accordance with the method developed by the management 

decision to change the color subsampling format (for example format of 4: 2: 2 to 4: 
4: 4). 

This approach will greatly improve the quality of the reconstructed image due to 
the transmission of the complete information from all color planes model YCrCb, 
however this can lead to a sharp increase in the final compressed bit-rate frame. 

Consider the case when the total bit rate compV(t)  higher than necessary: 

comp reqV(t) V .  

Here, the characteristics of the intensity of the control mechanism of the video 
stream are utilized in the following order: 

1. increase aQF(C )  for the color difference components; 

2. increase QF(Y)  for the brightness component; 

3. decrease aD(C )  for the color difference components; 

4. decrease D(Y)  for brightness component. 

The values of the quality factors QF(Y)  aQF(C )  and thresholds D(Y) , aD(C )  

can only increase or decrease to predetermined values:  

a maxQF(C ) QF . minD(Y) D   ; a minD(C ) D   . a minD(C ) D   . 

If too much compression possible for this parameter is not allowed to reduce the bit 
rate to a desired value: comp reqV(t) V In accordance with the control method is 

decided to change the color subsampling format (for example format of 4: 2: 2 to 4: 1: 
1), which will greatly reduce the amount of data per color-difference components. 

Evaluation of the final bit rate compV(t)  it is performed after change of each pa-

rameter, as long as it is less than the desired value comp reqV(t) V . If, after all the 

changes did not reach the set speed during the processing time that has been allotted 
to one frame compression, it may be decided to permit the passage of the current P-
frame. 

2.3 Results and discussion 

The designed total bit rate control method allowing to make an adjustment of the 
intensity of the video stream in accordance with the parameters of the telecommunica-
tions network.  



For comparison, the developed method bit rate control existing source video stream 
primarily been compressed codec standard with characteristics of transmitted streams: 
a frame size of 1280x720 pixels; video codec H.264 / AVC variable bit rate (VBR); 
frame rate - 30 frames / s. 

From the data obtained, were taken averaged maximum values of bit rate, as they 
play a crucial during accelerations and loss (the average maximum value of the inten-
sity of the video stream for MPEG was 1,153 Mbit / s, the average value at which no 
overload is defined as required Vtr = 733, 6 Kbyte / s). Similar operations are also 
performed using the developed method and coding control. As a result, the dependen-
cies bit rate were calculated ( compV(t) ) And peak signal / noise ratio (PSNR) of the 

threshold ( D ) For various values of the quality factor (QF), when subsampling 
formats 4: 1: 1, 4: 2: 2 and 4: 4: 4 (Figure 1-4). 

As the minimum limit for the peak signal / noise ratio is taken equal to the standard 
value of 26 dB MPEG. 

From the results obtained it can be concluded that the best treatment for the P-
frame is a color sub-sampling format 4: 2: 2, wherein the quality factor (quantization 
step) = 0 and the decision threshold = 33 out of 255 possible is provided: 

─ gain in the degree of reduction of the bit rate for a given parameter PSNR on aver-
age 36.36% with respect to the MPEG standard; 

─  predetermined level of bit rate control process for its higher quality indicators 
determined parameter PSNR, at the level of 30.18 dB, which is on average 16.07% 
better MPEG standard. 

 

Fig. 1. The dependence of the peak signal / noise ratio (PSNR) from the threshold (D) for 
different values of the quality factor (QF)  



 

 
Fig. 2. The dependence of the peak signal / noise ratio (PSNR) from the threshold (D) for 
different values of the quality factor (QF)  

 

Fig. 3. The dependence of bit rate from the threshold (D) for different values of the quality 
factor (QF) 



 

 

Fig. 4. The dependence of bit rate from the threshold (D) for different values of the quality 
factor (QF) 

3 Conclusion 

Thus, the designed total bit rate control method allowing making an adjustment of the 
video intensity stream in accordance with the parameters of the telecommunications 
network. The developed method takes into account the following mechanisms: 

1. used differential processing blocks selectable by a predetermined limit, which indi-
cates a measure of the current block information content, its algorithm described in 
[4,5]; 

2. in the process of compression algorithm produced the following parameters: color 
sub-sampling, threshold information content, as well as the quality factor. Combin-
ing mechanism of the selected parameters is made in such way that the decision 
was made about the optimality with minimal latency. This allows you to adapt 
quickly to the throughput of the communication channel and to select the quality of 
the transmitted image. 

3. for processing brightness and chrominance components of a frame in accordance 
with the method developed by the threshold value and the quality factor, will be 
chosen to lower brightness as compared with the chrominance components. This 
leads to the fact that the brightness component of the frame is compressed with bet-
ter quality than chrominance components. Depending on the conditions of desired 
velocity or a predetermined quality parameters, quality factors and thresholds will 



change so to select optimum values for the compression in the shortest possible 
time span. 
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